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News in brief
MAF Celebrates the 70th Anniversary of Our First Flight!

I

t was February 23, 1946, when MAF pilot Betty Greene
embarked on the first MAF flight, taking off from Los Angeles,
California, with Mexico City as the final destination. Flying a red
1933 four-place Waco cabin bi-plane, Betty began the flight
with two passengers, Wycliffe workers Ethel Lambotte and Lois
Schneider.
'On the morning of our departure, a group of friends gathered
for prayer and to wish us well. After taxiing to the east end of
the dirt strip, I swung the plane around for take-off.' The very
first MAF flight was underway!
'As I pushed the throttle forwards, dust whipped up in a cloud
behind us,' she continued. 'I climbed westward and circled back
over the group of friends who waved to us as I dipped the wing
in salute.'
Betty was 25 years old when she took to the skies for MAF’s
inaugural flight. She began her professional aviation career by
serving with the Women Airforce Service Pilots (WASPs) during
World War II. She flew several kinds of military planes during the
war and did experimental work on high-altitude flights. After
the war, Betty helped found the Christian Airmen's Missionary
Fellowship, later called Mission Aviation Fellowship (MAF). 

Betty served with MAF as a pilot for 16 years, flying in 12 countries and
touching down in some 20 more. In 1962 she began working at MAF
headquarters, and later served as an MAF advocate until her death in 1997.

An MAF flight provides hope and healing to an isolated young girl

O

n February 11, MAF Pilot
began what he
thought would be a routine day. His GA8
Airvan was booked to ﬂy school supplies
and teachers to the village of Nankina in
the Finisterre Mountains.
"The school master, Edwin, keeps
telling us what a blessing it is to have
a plane in Madang again." writes
There are no roads anywhere in this part
of Papua New Guinea, so the village and
school depend on the MAF plane to get
their teachers and supplies to the village.
After
landed and was unloading
the school supplies and passengers, he
noticed several men carrying a young
woman on a homemade stretcher.
Her name was Lona Isikel, a grade-6
student who lived in a small village
a further 10 kilometers away called
Gwarawan. Every day Lona would walk
15 kilometers down a mountain to fetch
drinking water for her village, which she
would carry back in bamboo containers

slung to her back. Four months earlier,
she slipped and broke her leg. Since
her village had no money for travel
or medical help, Lona had to endure
enormous pain and suﬀering.
When Edwin heard what happened to
this girl, he sent word to her village to
have her brought to Nankina where he
knew
and his airplane would be
arriving.
"Finally she was able to get to the
coastal city of Madang where they have
a hospital, and hopefully doctors will be
able to fix her leg so she can walk again
without pain. It was just another reminder
to me of why we are here, serving these
remote people, helping them to get the
care they need," writes
"Thank you
for being a part of this ministry!" 

Above Lona Isikel in the MAF
hangar in Madang
(Photo:

moved to Madang just before the end of
2015. After seven years with no permanent pilot based there,
is now able to
serve the isolated communities within the Finisterre Mountain area with his MAF
Airvan, which has already been a blessing to many people and communities.

)
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Big country
Bigger change

From flying in Uganda, evacuating
missionaries from South Sudan, and
assisting MAF’s Disaster Response team
in Nepal, Canadian Dallas Derksen now
finds himself in Mongolia.
Story Dallas Derksen
Photos Dallas Derksen and Luanne Cadd, MAF Roving Senior
Communications and Media Officer

A

fter our plane landed, Karen, the
children and I were taken to our
apartment – an eight-minute walk from
the office in Ulaanbaatar.
My licence was quickly validated and
I spent two days flying with our training
officer. Flying here is different from
anywhere I’ve ever flown before.
Air traffic control is in Mongolian,
altitudes are given in metres rather
than feet, while aircraft instruments still
display altitudes in feet. So doing the
conversion takes some getting used to!
The Mongolian countryside is truly
spectacular. I had no idea there were so
many mountains or that the elevation
was so high. The highest airstrip I’ve
landed on so far is at 7,300 feet.
Winter temperatures are often
between -20°C and -40°C, although
the cold weather has a positive impact
on aircraft performance. I’ve learnt to
use cabin heater controls which I hardly
touched when flying in Africa!
Mongolia is a big country spanning
three time zones. In Uganda, the furthest
we could fly in a straight line within the
country was less than two hours.
Here, the furthest flight I’ve done so far
is over five hours one way.

Recently, I flew two tiny infants to
hospital. I also flew a team from
Reaching the Light (RTL) to assess
children with disabilities – later
transporting two families to RTL’s
treatment centre so the children could
receive physiotherapy.
Now winter is here, my flying is
considerably reduced, allowing more
time for our family to begin language
lessons. I enjoy the sound of Mongolian
and it will be interesting to navigate a
new language.
Fortunately, Karen, Andrew, Katrina
and Jacqueline are all settling into their
lives in Mongolia. Thank you for your
prayers and support as we undertake
the huge transition from Uganda to
Mongolia. It will be interesting to see
what lies ahead! 
Main The spectacular
Mongolian countryside
Top Dallas and Karen Derksen
with Andrew, Jacqueline and
Katrina
Middle Dallas now flies with
the heater on
Bottom A safe landing for a
medevac patient

MAF is always
looking for qualified
aviation technicians
& engineers. If this
is something that
might interest you,
contact MAF for more
information.
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